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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that Jordan pairs P(n, m) = (Mn. m, Mm,. ) of n X m matrices over a 
field k are distinguished up to embedding by means of polynomial identities. Also, a 
basis of identities of P(1, n), where n can be infinite and the characteristic of k is 
equal to zero, is found. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Polynomial identities are important tools of the structure theory of 
algebras. Finiteness conditions written in the form of identities are stable 
under standard algebraic onstructions (direct sums, subalgebras, homomor- 
phic images), which makes them very effective in various situations. In this 
work we study identities of Jordan pairs of rectangular matrices over a field. 
Note that they form a series of simple pairs [4, p. 196]. 
We begin with basic notation [4]. Let k be an associative, commutative 
ring, and let V = (V ÷, V - )  be a pair of k-modules equipped with a pair 
(Q+, p_ )  of quadratic mappings Q~: v ~' ~ Hom(V -~, V ~) (or ~ {+, -}).  
Denote by p~(x, y) the linearization of Q~(x), i.e. Q~(x, y) = Q~(x + y) 
- Q~(x) - Q~(y); it is a bilinear mapping. For any x, y ~ V a and z ~ V -~ 
define trilinear mappings V ~ x V -~ x V ~ ~ V ~, (x, y, z) ~ {xyz} and 
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bilinear mappings D~ ~.V~× V -~ ~ EndV ~ by the rule 
{xyz} = zD~( x, y) = yQ~( x, z). 
The pair V is called a Jordan pair [4, p. 2] if it satisfies all linearizations of 
the following identities: 
D~, (x ,y ) 'Q~(x)  =Q~(x) .D  ~(y ,x ) ,  
D~(Q~( x) y, y) = D~(x, Q_ ~(y) x), 
p~(p~( x)y)  = p~( x )p_~(y)p~(  x). 
(1) 
The class of Jordan pairs over k is a variety of algebraic systems. Let 
FV = FV( X ) = (FV +, FV- ) be a free Jordan pair with an infinite set of free 
generators X = X+t-) X-, where X ~ c FV ~. A polynomial f ~ FV ~ is called 
an identity of a Jordan pair V = (V+,V -) if for every homomorphism 
~b = (~+, ~b ): FV ~ V it belongs to the kernel of ~b~. 
Let T(V) ~ be the set of all identities of V in FV ~. Then the pair 
(T(V) +, T(V)-)  is an ideal, which is invafiant under all endomorphisms of
FV, i.e., it is a T-ideal. 
Take the space of m x n matrices P = Mm, n" Together with pr  = M . . . .  
it forms a Jordan pair P(m,n)= (P, er) ,  where Q~(x)y = xyx. Since 
e(n, m) --- e(m, n), we may assume that m ~< n. 
In the next section we shall show that the Jordan pairs can be determined 
by their identities up to embedding. Similar results are obtained in [5, 2, 7]. 
THEOnEM 1. Let V = P(m, n) and V' = P(m', n'), and k be a field. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. m <~ m' and n <~ n'; 
2. V is embedded into V'; 
3 T(V) D T(V'). 
In Section 2 we shall find a minimal set of generators of the ideal of 
identities of e(1, n) [in other words, a basis of identities of P(1, n)] where k 
is of characteristic zero and n can be infinite. 
If char(k) 4: 2, 3, then the identities (1) are equivalent to the following 
ones [4, p. 55]: 
{xay} = {yax}, (2) 
{xa{ybz}} - {yb{xaz}} = {{xay}bz} - {y{axb}z} .  (3) 
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le t  x, y, z ~'FV ~ and a, b ~ FV -~. Denote by {ybz}L(x, a) the poly- 
nomial 
{{xay}bz}  + {{xaz}by} - (xb(yaz}} .  (4) 
Later we shall see that L(x, a) is a linear operator on the space spanned by 
monomials of degree more than 1 (a similar approach is used in [6, 3, 8]). 
THEOREM 2. Let k be afield of characteristic O. Then all identities of the 
Jordan pair P(1, ~) are consequences of (2)-(3) and the following identities: 
{xax}L(y,a) L(y,a) =2{yax}L(x,a) L(y,a) 
-{yay}L(x ,a ) )L (x ,a ) ,  (5) 
{{xay} bz}L( t , c )  = {{xay}L( t ,c )  bz}. (6) 
Moreover, the identities (2), (3), (5), (6) are independent and therefore 
form a basis of identities of e(1, ~). 
To obtain a basis of identities of P(1, n), n < 0% one should add the 
identity 
n+l  
]~ sgu(~') {yaxr(1) } I-I g(x,(i), ai) = 0. (7) 
¢~Sn+x i=2 
2. DISTINGUISHING IDENTITIES 
First we shall show that central simple algebras (not necessarily associa- 
five) of different dimensions can be distinguished by means of Capelli 
identities. Recall that an algebra A over k is called central if its centroid, 
F(A) = {~b ~ End A[ ~b(ab) = dp(a)b = a~b(b)}, is equal to k. 
Let f =f (x  1 . . . . .  Xm,... ) be a element, multilinear in x 1 . . . . .  x n, of the 
free nonassociative algebra F( X ). Then 
g = • sgn(~')f(xr(1) . . . . .  Xr(m),... ) (8) 
"r~ S m 
is called a Capelli polynomial of order m, and g = 0 is a Capelli identity of 
the same order. The set of these polynomials generates the T-ideal Capm. 
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Let  M = M(F(  X ) )  be the multiplication algebra of F( X ), i.e. a subal- 
gebra of End k F( X ), generated by operators of right and left multiplication 
R,  : x ~ x . a,  L a : x ~ a"  X, where a ~ F (X) .  Denote by C~ the ideal of 
F( X ) generated by polynomials of the form 
h =x 'g (E  1 . . . . .  E . . . . .  ), (9) 
where x ~ X, g i s  a polynomial of the form (8), and E 1 . . . . .  E m ~ M.  
It is clear that any n-dimensional lgebra satisfies all Capelli identities of 
order n + 1 and all identities (9), where m = n 2 + 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let  A be  a cent ra l  s imp le  a lgebra  over  k,  d im A = n. Then  
1. C.2 ~ T(A); 
2. Cap. ~ T(A). 
Proof .  I f  A is associative, then the result is known [9, Theorems 1.8.56, 
1.4.8]. Consider the general case. Since A is an irreducible M(A)-module, 
where the centroid is equal to k, the algebra M(A) = End k A is a central 
simple associative one. Hence, there is a polynomial g(x 1 . . . . .  x . . . . .  ) of the 
form (8), where m = dim k M(A) = n 2, such that 
b 'g (e l  . . . .  ,E  . . . . . .  
for some b ~ A and E 1 . . . . .  E,,, ~ M(A) .  This means that C,~ ~ T(A). 
Next, notice that the operators E 1 . . . . .  E m form a basis of the vector 
space M(A)  over k. Denote by {a t . . . . .  a k} a base of the kernel KerRx of 
the linear mapping x ~ R~,  and choose a complement {ak+ 1 . . . . .  a n} to a 
base of A. Hence, we may assume that Ei = R,, for every i ~ {k + 1 . . . . .  n}. 
Therefore, there is a polynomial f l (xk+l . . . . .  x , . . . ) ,  multilinear in xk+ 1, 
. . . .  x,, such that for every substitution x ~ ~, if ~ ~ {a I . . . . .  a k} for some 
i ~ {k + 1 . . . .  , n}, then f l  = 0. Besides, gl(ak+l . . . . .  an)  ~ O, where 
g l - -  E . . . . .  x ,¢ , )  . . . .  ) .  
"t~ Sn_ k 
Since A is simple, Ker R x ¢q Ker L x = 0. In the same way we build a 
polynomial f2  = f2 (x l  . . . . .  xk . . . .  ) such that g2(a l  . . . . .  a k . . . .  ) ~ O, where 
g2 = E sgn(p)A(X.( l )  . . . . .  x.(k) . . . .  ). 
p~ Sk 
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The product of the ideals idla{g2(a 1. . . .  )} = A and idlA{gl(a k + 1-. .  )} = A 
is not trivial; hence, we may assume that g2(al . . . .  )gl(ak+l. . . )  #= O. Put 
f=f2  "f, and 
h = Y'. sgn(a) f (x , ( l~  . . . . .  x,(,~ . . . .  ); 
~E S n 
then h(a I . . . . .  a,) = g2(al . . . .  )gl(ak+l . . . )  ~: 0. The lemma is proved. • 
Now we are going to prove Theorem 1. The implications 1 ~ 2 and 
2 ~ 3 are clear. Therefore, we have to show 3 ~ 1. 
Suppose that m > m'. We shall construct f ~ T(V') \ T(V). 
Let (V +, V - )  be a Jordan pair and a ~ V-  be a fixed element. Then the 
k-space V ÷ equipped with the quadratic operator U v ~ EndV,  uUv = 
uQaQ~, and the quadratic operation u 2 = aQ~ is a quadratic Jordan algebra 
v ~°~ [4, p. o]. 
LEMMA 2. Let a ~ M n m and j = M (a) Then there is a trivial ideal 
I <a J such that j = j / !  is embe~d into M (m +), the quadratic Jordan algebra 
of m × m matrices. Moreover, if the rank of a is equal to m, then J = M~m +). 
Proof. Consider a linear mapping ~b: M,~,, --+ M m, where ~b(u) = u" a. 
Then the full image B is a subalgebra of M m. Actually, ~b(u) • ~b(v) = u -  a -  v 
• a = qb(u.a.v).  Let I = Ker~b. Then one can equip the k-space A = 
M~, , / I  with the structure of an associative algebra, where q~: A -+ M m, the 
mapping induced by ~b, is an injective homomorphism. 
Notice that I is a trivial ideal of  J. Moreover, A ~ +) = ],  where ] = J / L  
Hence, ] is embedded into M~ +). I f  the rank of a is equal to m, then ~b is 
an epimorphism; hence ] = M{= +). • 
Notice that the set T(M{m ,+)) \ T(M~ +)) is not empty. Actually, if char(k) 
4= 2, then we may consider Mm(F) (+) as a linear Jordan algebra, and hence 
we may use Lemma 1. In the general case we may consider the algebra M 
generated by linear operators Pa : x --+ (x + a) 2 - x 2 - a z and Ua. It is easy 
to check that Mm(F) is an irreducible M-module. Hence, there is a polyno- 
mial f (x l  . . . . .  Xm 2 . . . .  ) ~ Cap,,2 such that y " f (E1 , . . , ,  Em~ . . . . .  ) 
T(M~m +)) for suitable E 1 . . . . .  Era2 ~ M. 
So let g ~ T(M~, +)) \ T(M~m+)). Then g' = g2 is an identity of M~q!,, 
for every a. On the other hand, g '~ T(M~+)); therefore, g' is not an 
identity of M (b) for any b ~ Mm ,, rank b = m. Using the definition of the m,n 
multiplicative structure of M Cb) one can get a polynomial in T(V') \ T(V). m, n ,  
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So m <~ m'. Now suppose that n > n'. 
Let B --- vect{Dx, y Ix ~ M . . . .  Y ~ M ....  }. Observe that Dx, y = Lxy + 
Ryx, where L z : a ~ az, z ~ M, ,  and R,, : a --* za, z ~ M~,  are elements of 
End k Mn, m. Hence for every i ~ {1 . . . . .  n} and j ~ {1 . . . . .  m}, i # j ,  the 
operators 
De,j, ej, = L~,j. ej, + R~j,e,j = Le,, Jr R~jj, 
De,,,ej ' = Rej,, Oe,j.ejj = Le, j 
belong to B. Hence, B is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra (End k Mm. n) ( - )  
and contains the subalgebras R = {R a [ tr a = 0} = sl(m, k), L = {L a [ tr a 
= 0} = s l (n ,  k ) .  
I f  char(k) = 0, then it is easy to check that B - R • L • k and there- 
fore T(B)  = T(sl(n, k)). In the general case B = R + L + vectk{R e + Le~ z} 
(we may assume that n > 1). Notice that the commutator B l = [BI B] = L 
R and T(B  1) = T (L ) .  
Now suppose that char(k) ~ 2 or n > 2. I f  char(k) does not divide n, 
then L = sl(n, k) is a simple algebra. Otherwise, it has one dimensional 
center k and L 1 = L /k  is simple. Anyway, T(L )  does not contain Capr, 
where r = n z - 2. l_~t I be the T-ideal of the free Lie algebra generated by 
[Capr, y], where y ~ X. S ince  Capr [L l ]  = LI, we have also I 9~ T(L ) .  
Let g=g(x  1 . . . . .  x t )~ I  \ T (L ) .  Since L=[L ,L ] ,  g '=g(y l  . . . . .  
Yk) ~ I \ T (L ) ,  where Yl . . . . .  Yk are commutators in variables. 
Recall that the B depends on m, n, i.e. B = B,~, n" I f  B' = Bin, ' n', then 
[Capr , y] c T(E)  = T(B'~) and hence g' E T (B ' ) .  So T(B ' )  \ T (B)  # 0 .  
This yields T(P ' )  \ T (P )  ~ 0 .  
I f  char(k) = n = 2, then B is solvable of the second order, but B' is 
commutative (n' = 1); therefore we may put I equal to the commutator of 
the free Lie algebra. • 
3. IDENTIT IES  OF P(1, n) 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2. Recall that the characteristic of 
the ground field is equal to zero, and hence we may consider P(1, n) as a pair 
1 with a 3-linear operation {xay} = -~aQ,~(x, y), which is equal to ½(xay + 
yax)  in terms of the matrix multiplication. 
Let ~r (X)  = (5 r+, 9"- )  be a free pair with the set of free generators 
X = X + U X-. Consider the set W = (W +, W- )  of monomials in X, which 
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can be constructed in the following way: 
(i) the set W ~ contains X~; 
(ii) if x, y ~ W ~ and a ~ W -~, then {xay} ~ W~; 
(iii) there are no other members of W ~. 
It is clear that W ~ is a base of ~ over k. Let W0 ~ = W~\  X ~ and 
~0 = vect W0 ~. 
Now for any x ~ ~ and a ~ ~ ~ we define a linear operator L(x, a) 
End k F0 ~. If { y b z} is an arbitrary element from W0 ~, then we put 
{ybz}L(x ,a )  = {{xay}bz}  + {{xaz}by} - {xb{yaz}}.  
The next statement can be easily checked by the definition of L(x, a). 
LEMMA 3. Given (2), we have the following identities: 
{ybz}L(  x ,a)  = {zby}L(  x, a), (10) 
2{{xay.}bz} = {ybz}L(x ,a )  + {xbz}L(y ,a ) .  (11) 
Let I be the T-ideal generated by elements of the form h = { y b z} - 
{zby} (y ,z  ~ ~r~, b ~ j r -~) .  Then IN~00 is invariant under L(x,a).  
Actually, hL( x, a) ~ I ~ by (10), and obviously {y b z}L( x, a) ~ I ~ if one of 
the y, b, z lies in I. Hence, we may use (2) to transform polynomials 
multiplied by a number of such operators. 
LEMMA 4. The following identities hold if one assumes (2), (3) :  
{ xay  }L( z, a) = { x {aza} y}, (12) 
{xay}L(z ,b )  - {xby}L(z ,  a) 
= {xaz}L(y ,b )  + {zay}L(x ,b )  
-{xbz}L(y ,a )  - {zby}L(  x ,a) .  (13) 
Proof. Notice that in the linear Jordan algebra (FV~) (a) the polynomial 
{ x a y} L( z, a) is zU x , = ( zx ) y + ( zy ) x - z( xy ), and, by [4, p. 6], it is equal 
to zpapx.~ = {x{az~a} y}. 
The identity (13) follows from (3) in a straightforward way. • 
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Notice that for any x, y, z ~ M1, ~ and a, b ~ Moo 1 we have 
{ybz}L(x,a) = {zbz} .xa, i.e., the action of the operator L(x,a) corre- 
sponds to multiplication by the scalar xa ~ k. Hence, the identities (5), (6) 
hold in e(1, oo). 
LEMMA 5. The following identities are consequences of (2), (3), (5), (6): 
{x{ayb} z}L( t ,c )  = {x{ayb}L(c , t )  z}, (14) 
{xay}[L(  z, b), L(t ,c)]  = 0. (15) 
Proof. Denote by f (x ,  a, y, b, z) the polynomial 
{xa{ybz}} - {yb{xaz}} - {{xay} bz} + {y{axb} z}, 
and notice that f (x,  a, y, b, z) = 0 is the identity (3). We shall show that 
f (x ,  a, y,b,  z)L(c,  t) = 0 
follows from (2), (3), (5), (6). By Lemma 3 we may assume that y = z. 
Hence, from (11), (6), 
f (x ,a ,  y ,b,  y )L (c , t )  = 2 f (x ,a ,{ tcy} ,b ,  y) - f (x ,a , t ,b ,  y)L(c,  y) 
- f (x ,a , t ,b ,{ycy})  =0.  
Now let us check (14). Thanks to (3), it suffices to consider the case a = b. 
Denote 
g(x ,a ,y ,b ,z )  = {yb{xaz}} - {xa{ybz}} + {{xay}bz} .  
Then, by the previous tatement, we have 
{x {aya} z}L(t,  c) - g(x,  a, y, a, z )L ( t ,  c) 
and if we assume (6), (12), it is equal to 
g( x,{cta},  y,a, z) - g( x ,c , t ,a ,  z )L (a , t )  
=- g( x, {cta}, y, a, z) - g( x, c, y, {ata}, z) 





-{{zc{xbx}}ay} - - 
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Now we are going to check (15). By (6), (11), (14) we have 
{xax}L(y,b)  =- 2{{ybx}ax} - {ya{xbx}},  
{xax}L(y ,b)L(z ,c )  
- 2({{zc{ybx}} ax} + {{zcx}a{ybx}} - {za{{ybx}cx}})  
-{{zcy}  a{xbx}} - {{zc{xbx}} ay} - {za{yc{xbx}}}.  
Using (6), (11), (14), we transform every summand: 
2{ {zc{ybx} } ax} =- {[{zcx}L( y,b) + {zcy}L( x,b)] ax} 
= {{zcx}ax}L(y ,b)  + {{zcy}ax}L(x,b)  
= ½[{xax}L(z,c)L(y,b) + {zax}L(x ,c )L (y ,b)  
+{yax}L(z ,c )L (x ,b )  + {zax}L(y,c)L(x ,b)] ,  
2{{zcx}a{ybx}} = ½[{xax}L(z,c)L(y,b) + {zax}L(x ,c )L (y ,b)  
+{yax}L(z ,c )L (x ,b )  + {zay}L(x,c)L(x ,b)] ,  
- - {zax}L(x,c)L(y,b) 
}[ { zax}L( y, c) L( x, b) 
{zay}L( x,c)L( x, b)], 
½[{yax}L(z,c)L(x,b) 
{zax}L( y,c)L( x, b)], 
½[{xay}L( z, c)L( x, b) 
+{zay}L( x, c)L( x, b)l, 
1 {za{yc{xbx}}} - - ~[{zax}L(y,c)L(x ,b)  
+{zay}L( x, c)L( x, b)]. 
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Finally, taking the sum of the two sides, we get the claimed identity. • 
LEMMA 6. The identities (2), (3), (5), (6) are independent. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (5), (6) are independent given (2), (3). 
Denote 
f (x ,  y) = {x{a{yay} a} x} + {x{a{yay} a} x} 
- 2{{yay} a{xax}},  
g (x ,  y, z , t )  = {{xay} az}L( t ,  a) - {{xay}L( t ,  a) az}.  
Notice that f = 0 is equivalent to (5) given (2), (3). If it were a consequence 
of g = 0 given (2), (3), then f would belong to the corresponding homoge- 
neous component of the T-ideal generated by g, which is equal to the space 
D spanned by g(x, y ,x ,  y ) ,g (x ,  y, y ,x ) ,g (x ,x ,  y, y ) ,g (y ,x ,  y ,x) ,  
g(y,  x, x, y), g(y, y, x, x). 
We consider a homomorphism 7r from the Jordan algebra (FV¢) (~) to 
Ass(X~') (+), where ~'lx - = id. Let us show that 7r(f) ~ ~r(D). Indeed, 
qr(f) = -x~y 2 - y2x2 + xyZx + yx2y and, since 
qr( g( x, y, z , t ) )  = tU, oy.z - tUx. y O z, 
the space ~r(D) is spanned by the element (xy) ~ + ( yx) 2 - yZx ~ - x2y ~. 
Obviously, i t ( f )  ~t vr(D). • 
LEMMA 7. Let I = (1 +, I - )  be a T-deal such that the identities (2), (3), 
(5), (6) hold modulo I. Then I ~ • F~ is invariant under L(a, x). 
Proof. Let f = f (x  . . . .  ) be a polynomial in F0 ~ which is linear in x. 
Then, given (2), (3), (6), (11), (14), 
f (x  . . . .  ) L (y ,a )  = 2 f ({yax}  . . . .  ) - f (y  . . . .  ) L (x ,a ) .  (16) 
Actually, we may assume that f ~ W~" and prove the lemma by induction 
on the degree of f.  If degf - -  3, then it is a consequence of (11), (3). If 
deg f > 3, then we apply (6), (14). 
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Now let f (x ,  y . . . .  ) ~ F0 ~ be linear in x, y. Then 
f (x ,  y . . . .  ) L (z ,a )  = 2 f ( ( zax) ,  y . . . .  ) - f ( z ,  y . . . .  ) L (x , . )  
= 2f ({zax} ,  y . . . .  ) - 2 f ( z ,  {xay} , . . . )  
+ f ( z ,  x . . . .  ) L (y ,a )  
= 2 f ({zax} ,  y . . . .  ) - 2f (z ,  {xay} . . . .  ) 
+ 2 f ({yaz} ,  x . . . .  ) - f (y ,  x . . . .  ) L (z ,  a). 
I f f  is symmetric in x, y, then f "  L (z ,  a) belongs to the T-ideal generated by 
f given (2), (3), (6). 
Now let us take f~ I~n W0 ~ and show that f .  L(a, z )~ I "~. Since 
char(k) = 0, we may assume that f is multilinear of degree t in variables 
in X '~, i.e., f=f (x  1 . . . . .  x t . . . .  ). If 7~S t, then we denote r ' f=  
f(x¢(1) . . . . .  ~C¢(t) . . . .  ) .  
Notice that by (2), 
sgn(~') ~'-f = 0. 
"rE S t 
Hence, 
1 1 
f =f -  ~" ,es, ]~ sgn(7) r - f  = ~.. ,~s, [1 - sgn(z) r l f  = 0. 
Since ~" is a product of transpositions, [1 - sgn(¢)r] f  is a sum of polynomi- 
als in I~O F0 ~, where each one is symmetric with respect to a pair of 
variables. Therefore, [1 - sgn(¢) ¢]fL(z, a) ~ I ~ f~ F0 ~. • 
Now we are going to prove Theorem 2. Let 1 be the T-ideal of St( X ) 
generated by (2), (3), (5), (6). Then ! c T(P),  where e = e(1, oo). We shall 
prove that T(P)  = 0 modulo I, i.e., i nSr (X)=~(X) / I .  
By Lemma 7 the operator L(x, a) is well defined on 5~o/I. Let 
M = M~(x  o . . . . .  xm, Yl . . . . .  Ym) C F~/ I ,  
where x~ ~ X ~, yj E X -~, be the subspace of multilinear polynomials of 
degree 2m + 1. Since char(k) = 0, it suffices to show that M ¢q T (P )  = O. 
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LEMMA 8. Let f ~ M and i , j  ~ {0 . . . . .  m}. Then [1 - (ij)] "f is a linear 
Therefore 
o . f=f  - E sgn(z) r . f=  E [1 -sgn(z )  r ] ' f ,  
T~ Sin+ 1 TSm+ 1 
and hence [1 -  sgn(z)r] . f  4:0 for some r. Further, r is a product of 
transpositions r 1 "" r n. Hence, 
[1 - sgn( r ) r ]  . f=  ~ ( - -1 )k - l ' / "  1 " ' "  Tk_l(1 + 'rk)"f. 
k=l  
Therefore, g = (1 + r k) "f' ~ 0 for some k, where f '  = z 1 ... rk_lf .  Up to 
numbering, r k = (01). 
Notice that 
m 
g= E E E 
~'E Sin+ 1 i=2  T~Sm+ 1 
(f~i,rPi,r + Tt,rqi.z), 
combination of polynomials of the form 
{xp y, xq)L( Yr) " ,  (17) 
where { p, q} N {i, j} ~ ~.  
Proof. We may assume that f has the form (17) with arbitrary indices. 
By (15) it suffices to consider the case 
f=  {xp y, xq}L( x,, y , )L(  xj, Yt) "". 
By (10), [1 + (ij)] "f is symmetric in xp and xq, in x i and xy, and in Yr and 
Yz" Hence, the lemma follows from (5). • 
Let f be a nonzero element in M N T(P). By (2), 
E sgn( r ) f .T= 0. 
"r~ Sm+ 1 
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where 
h~ = {x 0 YT(1) x1}Z(x2 ,  Y~'(2)) "'" L(Xm, Y1"(m)), 
Pi,~ = {Xo Y~(i) x i}L (  x2, Y~(2)) " "  L (  Xl, YT(1))"'" L( xm, Yr(m)), (18) 
q, .~ = {x,  y .~( , )x l}L (xz ,  Y.~(2))." L(xo ,  Y.~(,))".  L (x  .... Y'~(,,O)' 
and a,,/3~, ~, 3'~,, e k. Fix j >_- 2 and 6 e S,, +1, and put 
el, j if i = 0, 
Ir(Xi) = ~el,m+ l if i= j ,  
el, i otherwise 
and "Jr(ys(o) = ei, 1 for each i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
The projection of ¢r(g) on el, m + 1 is equal to flj, 8 + ~'j, 8- Since f ~ T(P) ,  
7r(g) must be equal to zero. Notice that, by (13), (Pi,~ - q~,~) + (Pi,~ - 
q~, ~). (01) has the form (17). Hence, since g .  (01) = g, we may assume that 
g=h.  
Now put 
= [e l ,m+ 1 if i = 0, 
~'(x i )  
el, ~ otherwise 
and ¢r(y~(o) = e~, 1 for an arbitrary fixed 8 ~ Sm+ 1 and for each i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Then the coe~cient  of 7r(g) in el, m + 1 is equal to ot 8. Hence, g = 0, and the 
theorem is proved. 
Now we consider identities of P = P(1, n), where n ~ N. 
Let  f = f (  x ~ . . . . .  X n + 1 . . . .  ) be linear in x 1 . . . . .  X n + 1 ~ X ~. Then 
g = E sgn(r) r . f  (19) 
TESn+ 1 
belongs to T(P) .  These polynomials generate the T-ideal Cap,+ 1. Moreover, 
given (2), (3), (5), (6), it has generators (19), where 
n+l  
f=  {yaz}  I - I  L (x , ,a , )  
i=1 
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or  
n+l  
f=  {yax,} l-I L(x, ,a,) .  
i=2  
Also, by (6), 
{yaz}L(x l ,a l )  = {{x la  l y}az}  + {{x la  lz} ay} - {x la{ya  lz}}; 
hence, we may take f of the second type only, i.e., (7). 
Now let I be the T-ideal generated by (2), (3), (5), (6), (7); then 
Capn+l ___ T(P). From the description of irreducible modules of S,+ 1 (see, 
for example, [1]) it follows that modulo Capn + 1 any T-ideal is generated by 
elements in variables in X, = (X~ + , X~), where X, + = {x 1 . . . . .  x n} and 
Xn ----- {Yl . . . . .  Yn}" 
Let f =f (x  1 . . . . .  x,, Yl . . . . .  Y,) ~ T+(P) \ I+" Then f is a linear com- 
bination of polynomials of the form 
{Xi Yj Xk}L( Xr' Yl) "''" 
Since f~ T(P(1,~)), we have f=f (x l  . . . . .  Yn) ~ 0 for some ~ ~ MI~ 
and Yi ~ M~ 1. 
Let V=vectk{~ 1 . . . . .  ~,} and V '= {b ~M~,llV'b =0}. Choose a 
complement W of V' to M~ 1. We may assume that Y l . . . . .  t~, ~ W. 
Notice that dimkV, dimkW <~ n. In addition, {WVW} c W and 
{VWV} cc_ V. Therefore, the subpair (V,W) is embedded into P(1, n). 
Hence, f must equal to 0. The theorem is proved. 
The author thanks the referee for her or his useful remarks. 
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